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We are an 
organisation 
committed 
to enhancing 
people’s 
lives and the 
commitment 
of our people 
continues to 
set us apart.
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ABOUT HELP ENTERPRISES
Help Enterprises Limited (HELP) is a registered charity and not-
for-profit organisation operating a range of support services for 
people with disability and commercial businesses that are uniquely 
designed to employ people with disability as part of our diverse 
workforce. 

HELP has been operating in the disability support and care, 
Australian Disability Enterprise (ADE) and employment and training 
sector for 50 years. 

We have a fully integrated team in excess of 900 staff, of which 
some 350 are individuals who identify as a person with disability. 
Operating under the ‘umbrella brand’ of HELP, our businesses 
complement our disability care services, offering an extensive 
range of direct supports to our communities.

HELP operates as a values-based social enterprise that strikes 
a balance between our commercial operations and our disability 
services to ensure we provide ongoing support both now and 
well into the future. All of this combined with our sustainable and 
innovative approach delivers quality and outstanding value to our 
stakeholders without compromising on our vision of enhancing the 
lifestyle and independence of people with disability.

Our staff take pride in what we do and understand why we do it. 
We are an organisation committed to enhancing people’s lives  
and the commitment of our people continues to set us apart.

At the heart of who we are, is our people. These include people 
with disability whom we support through our services and 
infrastructure, employ within our commercial businesses and  
also assist to find meaningful work in the open job market. 
The most important part in all of this, is that each person at  
HELP is empowered to live their best life, unrestricted and 
encouraged to achieve all that they are capable of. 

Over the course of the past 50 years, HELP has actively pursued a 
model of business diversification in order to ensure the long-term 
sustainability of the organisation.

Our staff take 
pride in what 
we do and 
understand 
why we do it. 
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OUR MISSION

HELP exists to enhance the  
lifestyle and independence of  
people with disability.

OUR VISION 
To create a trusted and values-based social enterprise where  
we carefully balance the provision of quality, individualised  
services with long-term financial stability.

OUR BRAND VALUES
The HELP Brand stands for:

  Superior quality

  Reliability

  Innovation

  Progression

  Value for money

Our OPERATING VALUES
We value: By:
Honesty and integrity Telling it as it is, and by doing  

what is right.

Our reputation Valuing how people see us.

Respect for each other  Asking the question, listening to 
the answer and acting upon it.

Our relationships with 
Community, Customers, 
Carers and Governments

Recognising the community is why 
we exist; understanding we rely on 
customers; and respect the need  
for government to support us.
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We don’t 
just care for 
people with 
disability, 
we care 
about them.

GOVERNANCE AND RISK
HELP is a social enterprise, operating as a not-for-profit Company Limited 
by Guarantee and is a registered charity.

The Company is domiciled in Australia and its registered address and 
principal place of business is 520 Curtin Avenue East, Eagle Farm, 
Queensland 4009. The Company operates across a total of 53 locations.

Being a public company, HELP is accountable to Australian Securities and 
Investments Commission (ASIC) and bound by the Corporations Act and 
related legislation. As a registered charity (Public Benevolent Institution), 
HELP is also registered with and reports to the Australian Charities and 
Not-for-profits Commission (ACNC). The organisation was registered as  
a charity on 24 October 1968. 

The Company has a Constitution which stipulates our Company’s 
governance framework and outlines the requirement for a Board 
of Directors. The Board of Directors are ultimately responsible for 
governance and providing the Executive with strategic direction.  
The Board coordinates corporate governance obligations through  
various Board Committees.

OUR COMMITTEES
 Audit & Risk Committee

 Strategy Committee

 Nomination, Remuneration & Succession Planning Committee.

PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES
HELP is primarily involved in providing training, development and 
employment opportunities consistent with the Disability Services Act 
(1986), for people with varying levels and types of disability.

We operate as a not-for-profit community-based social enterprise, with a 
primary focus of providing supported and open employment, vocational 
training and post-school services for people with disability (through 
Commonwealth and State Government funding). We successfully produce 
and market a range of products and services under our commercial 
business units to supplement the disability services offered, while 
providing employment for people with disability.

OUR QUALITY MANAGEMENT 
Our due diligence process is concerned with ensuring we are able to 
deliver products and services to our exacting quality standards.  
All commercial and reputational areas of risk are continually monitored 
and evaluated during this process.
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We operate as 
a not-for-profit 
community-
based social 
enterprise.

In terms of our ongoing commitment to our employees and 
participants, we have the following in place to ensure currency of 
best practice and risk management:

  HELP has a dedicated Safety Health and Environment Manager 
who continually updates and develops policies and procedures 
to keep our currency. This year, we will present for accreditation 
against the OH&S certificate AS 4801.

  We are also an accredited ISO organisation, using the ISO 
9001:2018 quality management system we ensure appropriate 
policies and procedures are in place for all operations. A climate 
of continual improvement underpins our work.

  To safeguard our client group, all staff hold a Positive Exemption 
notice and current Blue Card. Any incidents that require 
reporting to the Department are done so through a Critical 
Incident process.

  In delivering specialist disability support services and operating 
commercial business, HELP has a track record of external Audits 
in compliance with the Human Services Quality Framework, 
National Standards for Disability Services and the ISO 9001:2018 
management system. Auditors have identified our ‘strong focus 
on organisational development and the users of the service.’

  Our Governance and Risk function ensures all our Quality 
Assurance documentation is consistent with best practice. 
This systemic approach to legislation, regulation and quality 
assurance is applied to our Accommodation Support Service.

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY
HELP’s financial statements are prepared in accordance 
with Australian Accounting Standards – Reduced Disclosure 
Requirements (AASB-RDRs) adopted by the Australian Accounting 
Board (AASB) and the Australian Charities and Not-for-profit 
Commission Act 2012. HELP’s Constitution and audited financial 
statements are available on the ACNC website.

REPORTING TRANSPARENCY
HELP believes that accountability and transparency in all that we 
do, is fundamental to fulfilling our purpose. We undertake a range 
of methods for remaining accountable to stakeholders, including 
partners, supporters and their families.
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OUR UNIQUE APPROACH
Core Competencies and Capabilities
As one of Queensland’s most successful and self-sustaining  
social enterprises, HELP has been delivering positive outcomes 
for people with disability for 50 years by providing support for 
employment, training, skills and personal development.

We don’t just care for people with disability, we care about them—
with a diverse range of social enterprise and disability support 
services focused on delivering its mission to…

…Enhance the lifestyle and 
independence of people  
with disability.

HELP operates a number of Divisions:

  Help Disability Care (HDC) offers Disability and NDIS support, 
housing, short and long term accommodation and equine-
assisted therapy through McIntyre Centre Riding for Disabled  
(a valued service of HDC)

  Employment & Training (E&T) offers open employment and 
training to people with disability and other disadvantaged 
individuals

  Help Commercial includes a range of businesses that create  
supported employment for people living with disability.

We are different. Our model of operation is unique, 
innovative, community-minded and successful. 

HELP produces and markets a range of products 
and services through our commercial business units 
to supplement the services offered, and provides 
employment for people with disability to achieve.
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We are an 
accredited ISO 
organisation, 
using the ISO 
9001:2018 
quality 
management 
system.

OUR SCOPE OF OFFERINGS
HELP is a unique organisation, which is evident in our business make-
up and diverse range of offerings. We are a compassionate and 
progressive social enterprise that delivers market-leading products 
and services that add value for our customers, while creating 
vital employment opportunities and support for people with 
disability, and other disadvantaged groups. We are an organisation 
committed to enhancing the lives of people with disability.

HELP DISABILITY CARE
Help Disability Care assists people with disability and their families 
in a range of ways, regardless of what stage the individual might 
be in their journey. 

Our range of professional and meaningful disability care options 
are designed to increase each person’s potential. Every person 
with disability is unique and therefore, so are their support needs. 
We offer flexibility to enable personal development, growth and  
to achieve individual lifestyle aspirations. We operate under a 
person-centred approach, meaning that each person supported 
by us is empowered to sit in the driving seat of their own future.

We deliver care and support services for people with disability in 
a range of learning environments. Whether it is at a hub, in the 
community, horse riding school or even a workplace setting;  
every participant is engaged on an individualised basis.

Help Disability Care delivers a range of supports and services that 
engages every participant on an individual basis or through group 
settings including:

 Post School Pathways

 Health & Wellbeing

 Job Preparation

 Supported Employment

 Social & Community

 Family Support

 Homes & Accommodation

 Building Skills and Independence

 Life Planning
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HELP’s vision is to create unique Community Hubs for people 
with disability to include a home, a place that provides support, 
services and activities in a unique environment. Allamanda Disability 
Housing is the Housing Division of HELP and currently provides 19 
houses and 4 townhouses—housing for over 35 people who live with 
disability and their carers. 

Through the McIntyre Centre Riding School we offer riding programs 
for people with disability via our professional, qualified, caring 
instructors who are matched to the riders’ needs and riding ability. 

The McIntyre Centre has a team of trained volunteers who provide 
physical assistance and encouragement during rides  
to those who require support.

HELP EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING
HELP has delivered employment and training services to people 
with disability and the disadvantaged for the past 25 years. 
We have expertise in assisting individuals deal with an array of 
vocational and non-vocational barriers to employment. Last year, 
HELP trained 2200 people and assisted close to 5000 people into 
employment, over 80% of whom have been long term unemployed 
and/or highly disadvantaged. In the same period we have 
facilitated placements with approximately 2000 employers. 

Our professional employment services and programs not only 
assist people looking to get into or return to the workforce, but 
also help people with disability and other disadvantaged job 
seekers find sustainable and meaningful roles.

HELP’s Registered Training Organisation (RTO1653) is a multifaceted 
service, offering both non-accredited short courses and 
accredited training up to diploma level through our four specialist 
schools (Community Services, Hospitality, Business and Technical 
Studies). The Help Training Institute is the current winner of 2017  
Qld Regional Training Awards Community Training Initiative.

Our services are centred on finding a suitable match that works 
for both the job seeker and the employer. Achieving these 
mutually positive outcomes is the driving force behind our service, 
particularly in the way that we can add value and contribute 
to changing attitudes towards diversity and inclusion in the 
workplace.

We are an 
organisation 
committed to 
enhancing the 
lives of people 
with disability.

HELP has 
delivered 
employment 
and training 
services to 
people with 
disability…  
for the past  
25 years. 
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HELP COMMERCIAL
Help Commercial commenced operations in 1972, establishing 
production and reliable supply of fully powder coated aluminium 
‘Mailsafe’ Mailboxes. The expansion of Help Commercial now 
comprises Supply Chain Services, Manufacturing, Oxford Park 
Nursery Fison Food Factory and Property Management Services. 

Help Commercial delivers market-leading products and services 
that add value for our customers, while creating vital employment 
opportunities and support for people with disability, and other 
disadvantaged groups. 

Manufacturing
Our manufacturing division of Help Commercial is the designer 
and manufacturer of well-known brands such as Mailsafe, Binsafe, 
Shadesafe and Garagesafe. We have large contracts with a 
number of well-known organisations and large construction and 
development firms. In fact, we are currently the largest mailbox 
manufacturer and second largest manufacturer of bin enclosures 
in Australia!

As a significant commercial arm of HELP, our manufacturing 
business offers market-leading products to the building and 
construction industry. We work with builders, property developers, 
architects and councils through our renowned and professional 
product brands. Every one in three people employed by Help 
Manufacturing has a disability. 

HELP’s Manufacturing Division commenced operations in 1972, 
where we established production and reliable supply of fully powder 
coated aluminium ‘Mailsafe’ Mailboxes. Our reputation for quality 
has resulted in HELP becoming Australia’s largest manufacturer 
of superior quality mailboxes to the ever-growing residential and 
commercial property market. 

This recognition as a supplier of quality products has increased 
demand and market awareness. As our reputation has grown,  
HELP has expanded its portfolio to include additional signature 
product ranges such as:

 ‘BinSafe’ Rubbish Bin Enclosures;

 ‘GarageSafe’ Over Bonnet Storage Units; and 

  ‘ShadeSafe’ Awnings, Screens, Glass Balustrade, Security 
Screens and assorted external decorative metal products.

We are 
currently the 
largest mailbox 
manufacturer 
and second 
largest 
manufacturer 
of bin 
enclosures in 
Australia!
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Supply Chain Services
As a division of Help Commercial, we currently offer a range 
of supply chain services across our Eagle Farm, Acacia Ridge, 
Sunnybank Hills, Ipswich, Crestmead and Gympie locations. 
Our extensive range of scope and flexibility means that we 
can value-add for our customers at every stage in the supply 
chain process. Help Supply Chain Services is a disability friendly 
workplace, with a 90 percent supported employee workforce.

This sophisticated warehousing and logistics business provides 
warehousing and logistics support to many organisations. 
Our experienced and reliable workforce provides a range of 
commercial services including packing and assembly for local  
and multinational companies. 

We offer a range of services including warehousing, logistics, 
assembly, packaging and light manufacturing. Our services include:

 Warehousing & Logistics

 3PL

 Assembly

 Packaging

 Light manufacturing

 Recycling

Help Supply 
Chain Services 
is a disability 
friendly 
workplace, with 
a 90 per cent 
supported 
employee 
workforce.
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Oxford Park Nursery
HELP’s wholesale nursery business supplies high quality plants  
and advice to the landscaping industry. We have a wide-range 
of plants on offer that are grown and delivered according to 
customer specifications, Australia-wide. Our strong network 
of quality suppliers also complements what we do as a 
comprehensive nursery procurement service.

Oxford Park Nursery provides a unique, alternative workplace 
environment for many of our on-site employees with a disability. 
Our complete service offers selection and planting advice, 
procurement, delivery and we can also plant your gardens for you.

Our expert staff have successfully delivered to a range of large-
scale projects and multi-residential developments. Architects and 
developers locally and from as far away as China have used our 
nursery service. 

Some of the garden projects we have delivered to:

 MGM Studios Macau

 Malaysia Airport

 Shanghai Airport.

Fison Food Factory
Operating as a café and high quality catering service, Fison Food 
Factory first opened in 2013 as a proud initiative of HELP. 

Located at our head office site in Eagle Farm and open to the 
public, our air-conditioned café doubles as an employment 
opportunity for people with disability and provides healthy meal 
options for staff and supported employees.

Fison Food Factory is also utilised for the delivery of hospitality 
and barista training courses through our Registered Training 
Organisation (RTO).

When you become a customer of the Fison Food Factory, you are 
actually buying much more than our food or catering. You become 
part of our HELP story. It is a real point of difference and one that 
we take great pride in sharing.

Our café 
doubles as an 
employment 
opportunity 
for people with 
disability.
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Property Management Services
Our new Property Management Service includes Lawn and Garden 
Care Service to complement our growing Housing and Respite 
accommodation service we are now providing to people with 
disability.

We utilise our mowing maintenance team in general maintenance 
across all sites both owned and leased across the greater  
Brisbane region by HELP. 

Services provided include:

 Grass cutting – maintaining borders

 Acreage – parklands/paddocks

 Residential:
    Gardening – hedge trimming, planting and maintaining
    Fertilising – lawns and plants
    Weed control – lawns and gardens

  Pressure washing – clean stained and discoloured and algae 
covered concrete or paving

The Lawn and Garden Care Service provides full and part-time 
employment for people with disability as ‘Maintenance Technicians’ 
lawn mowing, whipper snipping, tree trimming and general home 
maintenance, with the opportunity to move to open employment 
pathways to jobs within the horticultural/gardening and 
landscaping sectors. Through well-maintained properties, we are 
protecting our capital investment and reducing our whole of life 
property costs, maintaining safety and mitigating against large 
maintenance bills.

The Lawn 
and Garden 
Care Service 
provides full 
and part-time 
employment 
for people with 
disability.
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FUNDRAISING AND 
PHILANTHROPY 
In response to the rising support needs of our disability community, 
HELP is committed to providing infrastructure, social assets, 
employment and lifestyle programs which are required to truly 
support people living with disability.

Fundraising and Philanthropy at HELP focuses on establishing 
“Partnerships of Purpose” with the corporate and philanthropic 
community. Together we can build innovative opportunities 
for advancing community accessibility and inclusion which is 
fundamental to the wellbeing of people with disability. 

The Need 
Almost 20 per cent of Australians are living with disability 
(3.96 million people). This proportion is increasing, particularly as 
the population ages with 19.8 per cent of all males and 20.1 per cent 
of all females report to have a disability. There is currently a huge 
unmet demand for the provision of services to support this cohort. 

The Gap
There is a lack of funding at both state and federal levels for 
infrastructure and capital expenditure needed to deliver the most 
basic support to people living with disability in the community. 
In addition to this infrastructure shortfall, the cost to provide 
the appropriate support often exceeds the allocated funding for 
those services. 

Even under the NDIS, allocated funding is commonly linked directly 
to hours of support. Costs associated with sustainably running an 
organisation are excluded. These costs then need to be funded 
from alternate sources. These costs include:

  Infrastructure development;

 Capital expenditure and equipment; 

  Compliance and risk management;

  Finance, reporting and auditing; and 

  IT infrastructure and systems. 
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The Solution 
At HELP we want to create a community where:

  There is equal inclusion and participation in community life;

  People live with dignity and independence;

  People are free to choose their lifestyle; 

  All work environments have equal opportunities; and

  People live with self-determination and self-worth.

HELP commits to increasing people’s independence and enhance 
their lifestyle by funding 4 key pillars: 

1.  Homes & Facilities

2.  Vital Support Services

3.  Socially Sustainable Businesses 

4.     Inclusive Employment and Workplaces

The Benefit 
With an innovative social enterprise model in place, HELP is uniquely 
placed to deliver tremendous value to donors and philanthropic 
partners to create real social return on investment:

  HELP has the highest level of funding efficiency – with 100% of 
donations going directly to the cause due to our self-sustaining 
social enterprise model;

  HELP engages in best practice governance – with over 50 years 
of experience in the disability sector;

  HELP programs provide economic participation and 
empowerment for people with disability;

  HELP, through its programs and business practices, stimulates 
the economy and empowers participants to be less reliant on 
welfare;

  HELP provides an opportunity for people with disability to 
engage in the same social roles and experiences as their peers 
resulting in better life and community outcomes for all.

Our Fundraising and Philanthropic activity is fully supported by  
the robust corporate governance, financial strength and 
sustainability of HELP, arguably Queensland’s most successful self-
sustaining social enterprise.
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OUR REPUTATION FOR 
DELIVERING QUALITY 
PROJECTS
MAJOR DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS 
HELP has extensive expertise in the development and overseeing 
the implementation of many significant large-scale projects within 
agreed budget and agreed timeframes including:

 Industry Skills Training Super Centre, Nundah
 Budget $3.6 million
 Timing July 2008-June 2009

In partnership with Department of Education, Training and the Arts 
(DETA) through Indigenous and Industry Skills Centre Funding, HELP 
purchased a building at Nundah Central to be redeveloped into 
a purpose built “Training and Employment Centre”. HELP provided 
$2 million and was supported by a $1.647 million grant from DETA. 
The purpose of the Skills Training Centre was to be a Human 
Services Hub that provides skills development and employment 
programs for people with disability and other disadvantaged 
participants.

 Centre for Excellence in Transport & Logistics   
 Training, Eagle Farm
 Budget $4.2 million
 Timing January 2012-October 2012

In partnership with Department of Education and Training (DET) 
through Indigenous and Industry Skills Centre Funding, HELP built  
a state of the art facility. The purpose of the Centre for Excellence 
in Transport and Logistics is to provide suitably qualified and 
trained applicants to alleviate skills shortages in this sector. 
Not only does this centre help alleviate skills shortages but it also 
allows us to upskill people with a disability, disadvantaged and 
indigenous people who are unemployed or underemployed. 

HELP contributed $2.8 million in cash and provided the land and 
managed the construction. DET provided a grant of $1.357 million.
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 Fison Food Factory, Eagle Farm
 Budget $800,000
 Timing April 2013-August 2013

HELP redeveloped a 600 square metre facility (previously 
Administration Building) into a state of the art Commercial  
Cookery School, Hospitality Training Centre and Café. HELP 
contributed the land, $200,000 cash and existing infrastructure 
and Department of Education, Training and Employment (DETE) 
through Indigenous and Industry Skills Centre Funding, provided 
a grant of $647,000. The purpose of the project was to provide 
suitably qualified applicants to alleviate skills shortages in 
hospitality through training and work experience. 

As a side benefit, this facility Fison Food Factory café provides 
meals to over 400 staff onsite and services local businesses.

  Disability Housing Project, Mitchelton  
– valued at $4.15 million

 Stage One Budget $800,000 
 Stage One Timing July 2009-June 2011
 Stage Two Budget $3.35 million 
 Stage Two Timing 2015-September 2017

Stage One of this housing project was in collaboration with 
The Department of Communities, HELP and private enterprise, 
Adenbrook Homes. Funding was received from the Department 
of Communities to deliver accommodation for four people with 
disability and accommodation for 24/7 onsite care. HELP managed 
the project and donated the land at Cribb Avenue, Mitchelton and 
completed a universally designed, purpose built home including 
furnishings and landscaping.

Stage One involved Queensland Government’s support through 
presenting HELP with a $400,000 Grant to contribute to the 
$800,000 project.

In Stage Two, HELP redeveloped a 3500 square metre block of land 
adjoining our Mitchelton Hub facility which includes the first House 
built by HELP in 2010 and our current building facilities delivering 
disability support services. This included two 5 bedroom/5 ensuite 
homes designed to international accessibility standards and four 
villas for people with disability. This new development delivers 
housing and respite services for up to 20 people.
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HELPING OUR COMMUNITY
HELP understands that creating stronger and more resilient 
communities starts with empowering marginalised and vulnerable 
groups, including those with disability, to have the support and 
resources needed for living more independently and confidently.

We build homes in their communities, where there is family and 
familiarity. We are also involved in giving people with disability a 
chance to experience independent living and give families a chance 
to recharge through short stay accommodation facilities. 

Our disability community hubs provide platforms for employment 
and social engagement within local communities, leveraging 
on familiarity and comfort that comes from being part of a 
‘community’. We give hope to families of people with disability,  
who may not always be able to care for their adult child. 

In response to greater choice and control for people with disability, 
HELP has enhanced our Service Delivery Plan for our networks and 
community linkages. The aim is to enhance our engagement with 
participants, employers, community connections and other key 
linkages with an emphasis on meeting individual needs that will be 
highly valued by our participants.

HELP believes that our networks and 
connections in our local communities 
contribute greatly to delivering 
the right support and sustainable 
employment outcomes for our 
participants.

A range of HELP’s networks across both metropolitan and 
regional areas in Qld form part of our connected community with 
key stakeholders such as Employers, Employer Industry Groups 
and Peak Bodies, Australian Apprenticeship Support Network, 
Government representatives at local, State and Federal level, 
Social Services providers, Centrelink, Schools, private recruitment 
companies, Registered Training Organisations (RTOs) and other 
community organisations that play a role in supporting young 
people into work. 

Our philosophy 
is simple and 
is focussed 
on keeping 
families and 
communities 
together.
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HELP’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander (ATSI) Community 
Engagement Team works with Indigenous job seekers, businesses 
and communities to deliver engaging and relevant employment 
programs, cultural activities, support services and mentoring while 
bridging the gap and building community awareness. Our programs 
are designed to build confidence in Aboriginal people and our local 
communities.

HELP has partnered with 
many Community Support 
Organisations across Queensland 
that provide mentoring, one on one 
non-vocational support, return-to-
work readiness and interventions as 
part of our service to participants. 

Our philosophy is simple and is focussed on keeping families 
and communities together.
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